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July 23, 2013 
Dear Client, 
 

It has been far from a quiet summer in the financial markets, and it has not turned out to be a year in which it pays to “sell in 
May, and go away.”  Global growth has slowed from expectations, and fixed income markets have displayed signs of vulnerability.  
Housing and employment have shown reasonably steady improvements, but the GDP numbers have been disappointing.  Earnings season 

is well under way with about 65% of reporting companies beating earnings 
expectations, but only about 40% beating revenue estimates.  We remain close 
to fully invested for client accounts and expect higher equity prices in the 
second half of the year. 

The bar graph at left displays the first half returns of a variety of assets.  
The first half of 2013 saw an excellent performance by our domestic equity 
market, a rise in housing prices, a loss so far for fixed income, a mixed bag 
among foreign equity markets, and generally weaker commodity prices.  Amid 
the volatility and confusion since mid-May the equity markets have delivered a 
strong message that, even though rates have risen, stocks can rally.  More 
specifically, the S&P 500 and Dow Jones Industrial Indices are making historic 
highs.  Through July 22nd the S&P 500 is up 20.0% (including dividends).  Our 
portfolios (net of fees) have also performed well with the Equity Select Portfolio 
up 17.5%, the Dividend Portfolio up 14.8%, and the Mutual Fund Mix up 7.6%.  
In each of these portfolios over the last few months we have trimmed holdings 
that are more sensitive to a rise in the general level of interest rates.   
Last month we stated that we didn’t think the Federal Reserve was about to 
dramatically remove monetary policy stimulus.  Since then Chairman Bernanke, 
Vice Chair (and probable successor) Janet Yellen, and NY Federal Reserve Bank 
President William Dudley went to great lengths to point out that the QE 
“tapering” is data-dependent, and will occur as the economy improves.   

Source: Bloomberg  *UST 1 5/8% 11/15/22    **Barclays’s Aggregate Bond Fund (AGG) 
***Case-Shiller 20 City Composite Oct 2012 to Apr 2013 

The shift in sentiment after Bernanke’s May 22nd remarks, and the vicious sell-off in the bond markets immediately thereafter, 
may have marked a sea change for investment allocations.  For the first time in years fixed income investors are opening quarterly 
statements showing losses in bond holdings.  Although we expect the Fed to be measured in tapering its quantitative easing program, the 
fixed income markets showed how quickly prices can decline when professional traders try to get in front of the Fed.  Additionally, mutual 
fund flows may finally be indicating the shift in investor preferences out of fixed income.  For the six weeks ending July 10th the 
Investment Company Institute estimates net new cash INFLOWS for Total Equity Mutual Funds of $7.89 billion, while Total Bond Mutual 
Funds saw net cash OUTFLOWS of $74.76 billion.  This could mark a dramatic shift from the pattern of flows since 2007.  If a greater 
portion of the net bond outflows eventually find their way into equities, it should extend this rally significantly. 

Thank you for letting us manage your portfolios and please contact us with any questions or comments. 
 
  Michael A. Camp      Joseph F. Hunt 

Principal       Principal 
 

Investing and trading in stocks and other securities are risky and carry an inherent element of risk, including the potential for loss of principal.  Northwest Criterion Asset Management, LLC cannot guarantee and 
you should not assume past performance of its model portfolios and investment plans are either an indication of or a guarantee for future results.  Northwest Criterion Asset Management, LLC cannot and does not 
give any assurance that the trades placed based on its investment plans will be profitable. 
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